SAISEKO
CASE STUDY
Finca Punta Gorda in El Soccorro, Tenerife
Lettuce Farm - 2nd Visit

Second visit to Punta Gorda lettuce farm 25 days after installation of SEM
Visit to lettuce plantation in El Socorro, Tenerife on Abril 25, 2012.
Relevant information: Lechuga Romana (Roman Lettuce), Date of plantation; march 24. SEM installation day; March
30.
At the date of this visit approximately 2/3 of the growing cycle has elapsed and 1/3 remains.
The SEM have been installed during 25 days, of which have been some days with rain and therefore no irrigation
done. The responsible for the daily care of the sector states that they have irrigated around 85 % of normal
conditions and 15 % have been rain irrigation.
The photo below shows the sector where the 10 lines on the right side are SEM and the 5 lines on the left side are
Non SEM. Again the right hand side (with SEM) is “greener”. As there is much more green now and the reference of
the Brown earth has diminished, it is harder to appreciate the difference between SEM area and non SEM area on
the photos.

Photos below shows the two areas. To the left there is more “space” of visible earth, as the leaves are not as big and
voluminous. On the right hand potos there is just more green volumen, the leaves are more developed and there are
almost no space at all betweeneach plant.

The photos below shows more compact green on the SEM area, you can also see that the crop is higher on the right
hand side .

Photo show a close-up on the more “dense” and higher SEM area compared to the Non SEM are ato the left.

Photos show SEM-ed lettuce, right and non SEM-ed lettuce left. The SEM-ed lettuce are more compact, leafes are
slightly bigger, but most of all it gives the impression more robust plants which probably weighs more than the non
SEM-ed ones.

Photo shows a shot perpendicular to the planting
lines with the non SEM-ed closest and the SEM-ed
on the far side.
Less volume and more visble earth is caracteristic
for the non SEM-ed lines, while the non SEM-ed
lines are all volume and less earth is visible.

Photos show SEM-ed area Left and non SEM-ed area from the oposite end of the patch. Here the diference in size,
volumen and height of the individual lettuce is more appreciated.

In general even though it is hard to really see on the photos the SEM-ed area is more “compact” and has more
volumen of green. The plants are slightly higher and wider and I would estímate a 15-20 % more “volume” in that
area.
Samples for analysis of the earth in SEM-ed and non SEM-ed area has been taken and the analysis will be performed
at the Agriculture section of the University of La Laguna, where one of the workers of the farm is also doing
invetigation work in the lab.
Next visit will be at the time of harvest, where weight will be compared, individual sizes of lettuce, leafes and roots
will be studied as well as compactness and total yield will be analysed. Eventually the difference on how long the
SEM-ed and non SEM-ed lettuce will stay fresh will also be studied.

Report made by Jan-Peter Ekelund.

